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Two-dimensionals2Dd liquid-solid phase transition was investigated using a model system of a Cs overlayer
adsorbed on a Sis111d-Î33Î3-Ag surface by scanning tunneling microscopysSTMd. Depending on the Cs
coverage, the STM images show the overlayer at a liquid state, a solid state, and a state in-between that is
identified to be a two-phase coexisting region. Thus, the 2D freezing transition from liquid to solid is pictured
on an atomic scale as a nucleation process. The polygon construction of the two-phase coexisting region
reveals clearly that the 2D melting transition from solid to liquid proceeds by the mechanism of geometrical
defect condensation.
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Melting and freezing of matter are among the most com-
mon yet fascinating physical phenomena. History of the
study stretches back more than 100 years.1 Because of the
topological simplificationsfewer neighborsd relative to three
dimensions, two-dimensionals2Dd systems have provided a
fertile medium for studying the phase transitions. Consider-
able theoretical and computational progresses have led to a
number of mechanisms proposed for 2D melting.2,3 How-
ever, no generally accepted understanding has emerged yet.
One of the 2D melting mechanisms noticed here is geometri-
cal defect condensationsGDCd, which was proposed by Gla-
ser and Clark based on their simulation works.2,4

The GDC mechanism offers a developed way, so-called a
polygon construction, to depict the structure of a 2D system
during melting. The polygon construction is based on the
nearest-neighbor bond networksidentified with a Voronoi
construction5d, and is formed by removing bonds that are
significantly longer than the most probable nearest-neighbor
separation. In a 2D solid phase, the polygon construction
displays a hexagonal network with atoms residing on the
vertices. In a 2D liquid or a two-phase coexisting state, how-
ever, the network consists of polygons having three or more
sides. The polygons with more than three sides are regarded
as geometrical defects, representing localized and easily
identified deviations from the hexagonal packing. According
to the GDC mechanism, the geometrical defects are particle-
like excitations having anisotropic and attractive interactions
with each other. Such attractive interactions cause the defects
to aggregate into characteristic structures. And, if the inter-
action is sufficiently strong, it can lead to a first-order con-
densation transition from a solid phase containing few geo-
metrical defects into a liquid phase containing a high density
of the defects. Three-dimensionals3Dd melting is also sug-
gested to be similar to the 2D melting scenario the GDC
mechanism depicts.2

However, the GDC mechanism has not had any support-
ing experimental evidence yet. One of the reasons is that
drawing the polygon construction for a 2D system requires a
direct observation of the topography in real space. A large
number of experiments on the 2D systems of adsorbed over-
layers, such as various gases adsorbed on graphite6 and met-
als on metals,7,8 have been performed in order to probe the

nature of the 2D melting transition. But all of such 2D ad-
sorbed overlayers were investigated mainly in reciprocal
space by x-ray or electron diffraction, which could not offer
a clear and direct view, especially for the inhomogeneous
local structures during the melting process.7,9 The emergence
of scanning tunneling microscopesSTMd allows us to visu-
alize the arrangement of individual atoms on material sur-
faces in real space. This makes it possible to observe directly
the topography of a 2D system in melting on an atomic scale
with STM, so that the polygon construction may be drawn
easily.

In this paper we report observations of Cs overlayers ad-
sorbed on a surface of Sis111d-Î33Î3-Ag sÎ3-Ag in short
hereafterd using STM to study the characteristics of 2D melt-
ing in real space and on atomic scale. The substrate of
Î3-Ag surface is induced by one monolayerfsML d, 1 ML
equals 7.831014 cm−2, the density of the most top Si atoms
in the ideal Sis111d-131 surfaceg of Ag adsorption on a
Sis111d crystal.10 We have chosen this surface as the sub-
strate mainly because it is atomically smooth without any
dangling bonds left, so that the interaction between the sub-
strate and the adatoms on top of it is known to be very
weak.10 The STM images clearly reveal that, by changing the
Cs coverage, the overlayer induces a 2D liquid-solid phase
transition. By analyzing the distribution of Cs adatoms in the
process of melting by the polygon construction, we find that
the GDC mechanism is very plausible in explaining the 2D
melting transition.

The experiments, including the formation of the Cs over-
layers and STM observations, were carried out in an ultra-
high-vacuum chamber with a base pressure of,5
310−11 Torr. The details are found elsewhere.10–12After de-
positing various amounts of Cs atoms onto the substrate at
room temperaturesRTd, the sample was cooled to 65 K for
STM observations. It is worth mentioning that at RT, we
never found such a liquid-solid phase transition. This is be-
cause at RT, the Cs adatoms on the surface ofÎ3-Ag have so
large a mobility that it is impossible to observe it by STM.
Changing the Cs coverage here corresponds to changing the
2D pressure.

Figure 1 shows a series of STM images taken for various
Cs coverages on theÎ3-Ag surface. Each bright protrusion
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corresponds to a partially ionized single Cs atom, which has
been determined from the size of the protrusion.12 Alkali
metals adsorbed on metal or semiconductor surfaces usually
donate electrons to the substrate, causing a characteristic de-
crease of work function.13 For our Cs overlayers, similar
changes in work function were observed with increasing the
Cs coverage. Therefore, the main lateral interaction at small
interatomic distances among the Cs atoms may be dipole-
dipole type that is repulsive. This is supported by the fact
that there are no Cs islands or clusters observed in the STM
images. Since, on the other hand, theÎ3-Ag substrate is
known to have a metallic surface-state band,10 an adatom-
adatom interaction mediated through the surface-state band
may also work at long range.14,15

A very small amount of Cs adsorbates0.01 MLd on the
Î3-Ag surfacesnot shown hered was found to display no
order in atomic arrangement and possess a quite high
mobility;12 every Cs atom moved from frame to frame dur-
ing STM scanning. This is regarded to be a 2D gas phase.
Increasing the coverage up to about 0.09 ML makes the Cs
overlayer condense into a 2D liquid phase, whose typical
topographic STM image is shown in Fig. 1sad. The Cs atoms
in this phase were also movable although the mobility was
much lower than in the 2D gas phase;12 only a few atoms
moved from frame to frame. Figure 1sad displays short-range

order in the Cs overlayer, which is more clearly implied by
thehalo pattern in its Fourier transform in Fig. 1sdd. Besides
the halo, there are six bright spots showing long-range order
of Î33Î3, which originates from theÎ3-Ag substrate. By
comparing the halo pattern with theÎ33Î3 spots, we cal-
culated the average interatomic distance among the Cs atoms
to be 1–1.15 nm.

When the Cs coverage is increased to about 0.12 ML, the
STM image in Fig. 1sbd is quite different from Fig. 1sad;
there are several discrete regionssindicated by capitalAd
composed of hexagonal lattices, separated by disordered re-
gions sindicated by capitalBd. Its Fourier transformfFig.
1sedg also displays a halolike pattern, which, however, is not
completely circular in shape, but appears with a hexagon
hiding in it. The hiding hexagon comes from an order of
Î73Î7, which lies in the hexagonal lattice regions with an
average interatomic distance of,1.02 nm, a similar value in
the liquid phasefFig. 1sadg.

Increasing the Cs coverage further up to about 0.14 ML
makes the Cs overlayer condense into a pure 2D solid phase
that possesses long-range translational order as shown in Fig.
1scd. The Cs adatoms arrange in the hexagonal lattice with
order of Î73Î7. But, because of the substrate ofÎ3-Ag
surface, the 2D solid phase has an order ofÎ213Î21 with
respect to the Sis111d substrate, named by the Sis111d-Î21
3Î21-sAg+Csd surface superstructure. It has double do-
mains rotated by 21.78° to each other. Its long-range trans-
lational order is evident with the discrete spots in the Fourier
transformfFig. 1sfdg.

More evidence for the assignments we have made of the
liquid and solid phases in Figs. 1sad and 1scd is derived from
an analysis of the bond orientational correlation function:16

g6srd=kc6sr dc6s0dl with c6sr ld=s1/nldo j
nl exph6iul jsr ldj,

whereul jsr ld is the orientation of the nearest-neighbor bond
between atoml and its j th neighbor relative to an arbitrary
direction.nl is the number of the nearest neighbors of atoml
located atr l. The calculation results for the STM images in
Fig. 1 are displayed in Fig. 2, from which we see thatg6srd
in the liquid phasefFig. 2sadg decays exponentially with in-
creasing atomic separationr snmd as ,exps−r /0.65d, while
in the solid phasefFig. 2scdg it does not decay in a single
domain.

Next we characterized the state between the liquid and
solid phases, shown in Fig. 1sbd. We calculated itsg6srd, and
again found it to decay exponentially as,exps−r /1.70d as
shown in Fig. 2sbd.17 Such a decaying is a typical behavior of
the bond orientational correlation function in a liquid state.
However, we do not think of it as a pure liquid phase since
its g6srd decays much more slowly than that in a pure liquid
phase in Fig. 2sad. In addition, it appears inhomogeneous as
discovered in the STM image in Fig. 1sbd. This idea was
proved by a further analysis of the angular susceptibilityx6,
which is defined byx6=kus1/Ndolc6sr ldu2l, whereN is the
total number of atoms.

We follow Strandburget al.9 to use this quantity to exam-
ine the system on different length scales by dividing the im-
age of Fig. 1sbd into subsystems of smaller squares with
areas of 1/s434d, 1 /s16316d, and 1/s32332d of the whole
STM image. For a pure liquid phase,x6 should be small for

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Topographic STM images taken at 65 K
for Cs adsorptions on theÎ3-Ag surface with various coverages.
Vtip=2.00 V, I =0.75 nA.sad The liquid phase with Cs coverage of
0.09 ML. sbd The two-phase coexisting region with 0.12 ML.scd
The solid phase with 0.14 ML.sdd, sed, and sfd are the Fourier
transforms ofsad, sbd, andscd, respectively.
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lack of translational order for all length scales, while it
should be large in a solid phase for all sizes of subsystems.
We see from Fig. 3, however, that with decreasing the size of
subsystem, the probability to find subsystems having largex6
values becomes larger. This means that there are local areas
having a translational order, while such an order does not
grow to large domains. The distribution ofx6 thus can be
modeled by a combination of solid and liquid distributions.
Hence we conclude that the phase in Fig. 1sbd exhibits an
inhomogeneous two-phase coexisting state. The areas having
a hexagonal-lattice order locally are in a solid phase, while
the disordered areas in-between are in a liquid phase.

With this conclusion we can expect that increasing the Cs
density from the liquid phase makes the areas of hexagonally
ordered domains grow gradually, which is the process of
nucleation and growth in 2D freezing transitions. Con-
versely, decreasing the Cs density from the solid phase
makes the disordered areas grow, which is the 2D melting
transition.

Here we follow Glaser and Clark2,4 to draw the polygon
construction from our STM images to depict such a two-phase coexisting region. Figure 4sad displays the distribution

Psrd of the nearest-neighbor bond lengthsr ; r lj , and Fig.
4sbd shows the distributionPsFd of anglesF;Fl j =ul,j+1

−ul,j between adjacent nearest-neighbor bonds, calculated
from Fig. 1sbd. In Fig. 4sad the spectrum has two peaks at
r =1.08 and 1.52 nm. It is noticed that 1.52/1.08=1.407
,Î2, which is the length of the diagonal line of a unit
square. The spectrum in Fig. 4sbd appear to have three peaks
at F=45°, 58° and 90°, and their origins are shown in the
inset. Thus, these two spectra strongly indicate the existence
of “square” lattices besides the hexagonal lattices.

By removing the nearest-neighbor bonds longer than
1.35 nm, which corresponds to a valley in the spectrum in
Fig. 4sad, we draw the polygon construction in Fig. 4scd. It is
easy to identify local square lattices, which are defined with
other polygons as geometrical defects. The interesting thing
is that the square geometrical defects aggregate into ladder-

FIG. 4. sColord Analysis on the two-phase coexisting state of the
STM image in Fig. 1sbd. sad Probability distribution of the nearest-
neighbor bond lengthsr. sbd Probability distribution of the angles
between the nearest-neighbor bondsF. scd Polygon construction.

FIG. 2. Bond orientational correlation functions forsad the liq-
uid phase,sbd the two-phase coexisting state, andscd the solid
phase, each of which is calculated from three STM images similar
to those shown in Figs. 1sad–1scd, respectively.

FIG. 3. Angular susceptibility calculated for the STM image of
Fig. 1sbd.
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like clusters, which are distinguished by red, thick-line bonds
in Fig. 4scd. As a distinctive characteristic, these ladderlike
clusters of “square” lattices also exist in Glaser and Clark’s
simulation results. The real-space observations here thus
agree well with the GDC mechanism. Therefore, it is reason-
able to believe that the 2D melting occurs through the pro-
liferation of geometrical defectsslocal “square” particle ar-
rangementd, which aggregate into characteristic local
structuressladderlike clustersd during the process of 2D melt-
ing.

Although the results of the STM observations agree well
with the simulation result of GDC mechanism, it must be
noted that the substrate on which the 2D melting occurs in
the experiment is not so smooth as that used in the simula-
tion, since all Cs adatoms sit on well-defined adsorption sites
in theÎ3-Ag unit cell.12 But this difference should not make
any essential change in the conclusion because the character-
istics of 2D melting transition displayed by STM observa-
tions is due to the interaction within the Cs overlayer, not
due to the lattice of the substrate. The substrate may induce
discrete values of the nearest-neighbor distances and bond
angles given by the substrate lattice vectors, but may not
induce the ladderlike clusters of “square” lattices as expected
by the GDC mechanism because of the threefold symmetry
of the substrate lattice. If the substrate lattice ofÎ3-Ag sur-
face has a dominant effect on the phase transition of Cs
overlayer, it should allow the smallest interatomic distance
among Cs atoms to be 0.665 nm, which is the length of the
Î3-Ag surface unit cell. However, it is obvious from Fig. 4
that this distance is forbidden. Another fact indicating that
the substrate lattice has little effect on the 2D melting tran-
sition is that the Cs adatoms on the substrate can movesor
say, hopd nearly freely in the gas phase even at 65 K, which
indicates that the migration potential corrugation on the sub-
strate should be roughly less than 8.4 meV, the kinetic en-
ergy of a free Cs atom with three degrees of freedom at

65 K. This is much smaller than the dipole-dipole interaction
among the Cs adatomssseveral tens meV at least with a Cs
separation of 1 nmd. Therefore we can say that the observed
phase transition is governed dominantly by the adatom-
adatom interaction, not by the adatom-substrate interaction.

When discussing the 2D melting mechanism, it is worth
mentioning another mechanism called the Kosterlitz-
Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-YoungsKTHNY d theory,18–20 be-
cause it has attracted and stirred a lot of interest by studying
the 2D melting transition during the past 30 years. The
KTHNY theory predicts that the 2D solid undergoes a con-
tinuous melting transition via the unbinding of dislocations
into a hexatic phase, which then undergoes the second tran-
sition to the equilibrium liquid via the unbinding of disclina-
tions. In our experiment, however, no such hexatic phase
between the solid and liquid states in melting was observed.
But it is still difficult to deny it since Nelson and Halperin20

demonstrated that the KTHNY scenario occurs only for 2D
systems on smooth substrates without periodic potential cor-
rugations. In our 2D system of Cs overlayers on theÎ3-Ag
surface, the effect of the periodic potential from the substrate
could not be ignored although it is not a dominant factor. In
addition, another fact preventing us from discussing the ex-
perimental results with the KTHNY theory is that what we
changed during the phase transition was the Cs coverage,
which is a density variable, so it is inevitable that there is a
coexistence region associated with a first-order transition.

In summary, we have succeeded in making an atomic-
scale observation of the 2D liquid-solid phase transition in
real space. By drawing the polygon construction for the two-
phase coexisting region, we provided strong evidence for the
GDC mechanism in explaining the 2D melting transition in
this particular system.
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